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SANTA FE- U.S. Senator Jeff
Bingaman called on the state legislature Wednesday to establish a coordinated technoJogical research effort
at New Mexico's universities.

Sen.

Jeff Bin1aman

Bingaman, D. - NM, told a
joint session of the legislature that
the United States is falling behind
Japan and Western European countries in computer technology research with each passing day.
The senator said that being behind
means more than a loss of a competitive edge - it could mean a threat
to U.S. security.
"I'm not talking about some
mammoth computer capable of solving complex equations useful only to

.
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''United'' Effort Required
In Computer-Tech Race
By Dennis Pohlman
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ASUNM Lobbyists Ineligible

By Eric Maddy
mathematicians. The computers the
Japanese are intent upon producing
Associated Students of New
are intended to have almost human
Mexico President Dan Serrano
characteristics - such as being
and ASUNM Lobby Committee
able to understand and react to the
Chairman Jose Campos have not
spoken language, such as being able
registered as lobbyists for the
to identify objects in their surround1984 New Mexico Legislature as
ings, and to act based on knowledge
is required by law, according to
of what those objects are."
the secretary of state's office.
Bingaman said it was not so much
Secretary of State Clara Jones
that the United States is not conductsaid that lobbyists may register
ing important research, but a matter
throughout the entire session but
of coordination.
that Serrano and Campos had not
He said research in the U.S. is
been approved by her office.
presently scattered among a few
Lobbyists are required to comnational laboratories, some 40 uniplete a two-page form to be regversities and about 30 major coristered. They are also required to
porations. A system is needed to
submit a list of expenditures at
channel this research toward the
the end of the session. Jones'
most pressing national technological
office released a current list of
needs.
lobbyists for the legislature
Bingaman said New Mexico has
which includes UNM President
always played an important role in
John Perovich, Presidential
national research efforts - both in
Assistant Bill Weeks, Dr.
the development of atomic energy
Leonard Napolitano, dean of the
and in the exploration of space. He
UNM School of Medicine and
said state lawmakers can insure that
Helen Snyder of the graduate stu. the state continues to lead the way.
dent association.
He urged the legislature to back
According to the Lobbyist
the "Technet" system which would
Regulation Act of 1978 lobbyists
link state universities and national
who arc not registered arc not
laboratories with high-speed data
allowed to testify before legislatransmission network. In this system, the intellectual resources can
be integrated and work together. He
said this project is ne~d now to
compare with efforts elsewhere.
The senator warned leaders have
no choice but to invest in our future
now, or risk our ability to compete in
the short run arid our national security in the long run as other nations By Steve Shoup
overtake American efforts in high
technology.
Sentencing of a man convicted of
''New Mexico has a proud history raping a University of New Mexico
of being at the forefront of new de- student is expected later this month
velopments needed by this country. or early next O}Onth.
Working together, we can maintain
Rick Shane of the Albuquerque
that tradition by being at the fore- District Attorney's office said Frank
front of the research needed for this Vincent Sanchez, 3I, of Bosque
new technological race as well. But Farms, should return from a 30-day
without a coordinated and concerted evaluation period in Las Vegas this
effort, we will continue to be on the week. District Judge Patricia Madperiphery,'' Bingaman concluded. rid is expected to set a trial date soon

tive committees and mav be subject to a misdemeanor charge.
Serrano said registration pap·
ers were filed last week and said
he expects to be registered this
week. Until then, he and Campos
will continue to lobby as individual students and not officially
representing ASUNM.

The possibility of temporarily
being barred from testifying at
hearings was not a major problem, Serrano said, because
"most of what we do is corridor
talk anyway."
Campos took over the lobby
committee chairmanship Sept.
25 after former chalnnan Mark
Duran resigned Sept. 15. Campos receives a salary of $3,577
per year. The ASUNM Lobby
Committee has a budget of
$12,827, including $2,000 for a
lobby consultant.
Serrano said earlier this month

that Tom Horan, the son of former legislator Frank Horan,
would probably continue to serve
as ASUNM's lobby consultant.
Horan is not listed on the secretary of state's list either.
The Associated Students of
New Mexico State University has

already registered five lobbyists
who will probably be in Santa Fe
next week, according to
ASNMSU President Lynie
Provencio. One major item the
lobbyists will be pushing for is a
low tuition increase of around
five to seven percent.
However, the secretary of
state's list currently shows only
two lobbyist registered from
NMSU: Gerald M. Burke,
associate academic vice president and Robert E. Kirkpatrick,
vice president for business operations.

Convicted Rapist To Be Sentenced;
Man Could Receive Total of 38 Years
after that.
took place.
After Sanchez's conviction, MadSanchez was arrested in a police
rid ordered him to undergo a 60-day stakeout near Zimmerman Library
evalution period. In December, last April after he called the victim
Madrid ordered that he undergo an · and arranged to meet her there.
additional 30 days of evaluation.
Sanchez faces up to 36 years in
During the trial that lead to San- prison for one count of kidnapping
chez's August 23 conviction, the 21- and two counts of criminal sexual
year-old victim testified she was penetration, each count carrying a
accosted by Sanchez as she walked maximum of 12 years. He may also
to her dormitory and was forced by face two years for briefly escaping
knife-point to drive her attacker to a from police officers during his
remote area where the sexual attacks arrest.

Radioactive Steel Found
SANTA FE (UPI) - State health authorities are warning New Mexicans
to watch out for radioactive steel.
The Environmental Improvement Division late Wednesday reported
batches of steel rebar emitting low level radiation have been discovered in
Santa Fe and Albuquerque and highly contaminated rebar has been discovered in EI Paso, Texas.
Radiation Protection Bureau ChiefTom Buhl said the dangerofthe rebar
delivered by an out-of-state distributor was discovered Monday when a truck
passing through a detector at Los Alamos Nation·at Laboratory tripped an
alarm.
He said the state found rcbar delivered in New Mexico showed low levels
of radiation, but rebar from the same source delivered in El Paso registered
high levels of radiation.
The rebar, used to reinforce concrete structuresf is believed to have been
contaminated with Cobalt 60 in Chihuahua, Mexico.
Buhl said the rebar does not pose an immediate health threat but could be
dangerous with long-term exposure.

Board Authorization Considered
SANTA FE (UPI) - A Santa Fe
legislator says he may introduce a
bill authorizing local school boards
to impose a local one-cent gross receipts tax without voter approval to
finance school operating costs.
Rep. Max Coli, D-Santa Fe, says
he still has some final touches to
make on the legislation •'to make the
biU fairer for aU school districts."
As it stands now, he said, it would
favor the state's larger school dis·
tricts, which have a sizable citizen
pool to tax.

Colt, chairman of the House
Taxation and Revenue Committee,
said rural school districts would get
only a small increase in revenues
from the tax.
''It is time to get the school boards
to think about funding themselves,''
said Coli. He said the state currently
distributes nearly all funds to public
schools, with the exception of
school building projects, which are
voted on by local residents and then
funded through local property taxes.

Steve Shoup

Derln and Nichol•* Ryan take over their grandfather's seat a lew hours before the New
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STOCKHOLM, Sweden
(UP!) -Secretary of State George
Shullz met with Soviet Foreign
Minister Andrei. Gromyko for five
hours Wednesday in a bid to smooth
strained relations between the superpowers and said later the talks
"went well."
Details were not immediately disclosed, but the meeting at the snowcovered Soviet embassy in Stockholm's western suburbs went two
hours more than its scheduled
three - a sign the two had made at
least grudging progress.
Shultz reported by telephone to
President Reagan in Washington immediately after returning to his hotel
suite.
A senior State Department official later said the talks were "de-
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Jan. 21 , 1984
Sponsored by the Universlry of New Mexico's Health, Physical Education and Recreation Department and the New Mexico Association
far Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance.
P.eglsiratloll 9:30AM • Workshop session 10:00·4:00
at Carlisle Gymnasium
For Information call 277-4745 or 277·2703
f&,OO adult 54.00 student
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crates were pressing for Egypt's inclusion in the hope it would reinforce their confrontation with the
hardliners led by Syria and Libya.
Egypt was excluded from the
group in response to then President
Anwar Sadat's 1977 trip to Jerusalem and Cairo's 1979 peace treaty
with Israel.
Fahd's efforts to bring together
Arafat, Syrian Deputy Prime Minister Abdel Halim Khaddam and
Lebanon's Prime Minister Chcfik
Wazzan were deadlocked. Arab deTalks at the 45-member Islamic legates said they felt pessimistic abConference Organization were sche- out any breakthrough on Lebanon.
duled to end Wednesday, but conTalks on a common approach to
ference sources said it could be ex· seeking an end of the 40-month-old
tended to reach an agreement.
Gulf war between Iran and Iraq also
Egypt's re-entry was brought up were stalemated because Pakistan
at a closed session Tuesday by insisted Iran, which refused to
Guinea and Pakistan. King Fahd of attend t.he Islamic summit, should
Saudi Arabia promoted the idea, but join the discussion.
only behind the scenes, leaving the
presentation to the Asian and AfriA Pakistani-Malaysian move to
can members.
send a "goodwill mission" to Iran
At Wednesday's session, Sudan was being debated without any out·
and Somatiajoincd the others in sup- come.
port of Egypt, in a departure from
"The problem seems to be that
other Arab members- Syria, Iran's stand is unpredictable. There
Libya, Algeria, South Yemen and is no telling if they will receive the
Tunisia, who all opposed Egypt's delegation at all," said an Asian dereadmission.
legate, who asked not to be identiConference sources said the mod· fied.

CASABLANCA, Morocco Islamic Conference leaders were
badly divided Wednesday on key
issues ranging from the readmission
of Egypt to the dispatch of a team to
Tehran to win over the absent Iranians.
Participants in the fourth Islamic
Summit - 25 heads of state, 16 lesser representatives and Palestine Liberation Organization Chief Vasser
Arafat - worked late into the night
in search of accord.
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not resume the talks until the missiles arc removed and said Wednesday it has begun deploying new missiles in East Germany and Czechoslovakia in response to the NATO
deployment.
The recent chill in relations
prompted fears of a new cold war,
but Reagan moved for a conciliatory
line in an address Monday that
Shultz was believed to have echoed.
Both men are in Stockholm for a
Shultz, according to a member of European security conference and
his delegation, conceded he was Gromyko began the day with a tough
"jittery" about the outcome of the speech to delegates in which he
talks but appeared relieved later at charged that "nuclear war is the
an official dinner with Swedish policy of the United States."
Prime Minister Olof Palme.
However, despite a brief mention
"I thought the talks went well," of the Korean airliner shootdown, in
Shultz said.
which 269 people died, Shultz and
Soviet officials said they would Gromyko controlled their differhave no official comment until to- ences and shook hands before and
day.
after the meeting,
The U.S. official said Shultz had
The meeting was the first at such a
high level between Soviet and decided to view Qromyko's hardline
American officials since Shultz and address as a public position that
Gromyko exchanged angry words in could be shrugged off in private.
"He recognized it as a speech,"
Madrid after Soviet fighters shot
down a South Korean airliner Sept. the official said, with light sarcasm.
Shultz and his aides left the Soviet
I.
Since then, the United States has embassy at 8:10 p.m. local time,
begun deployment of 572 Pershing- five hours and IS minutes after his
2 and cruise missiles in NATO coun- arrival.
Reporters were not allowed into
tries to counter the triple-warhead
Soviet SS-20s, prompting Moscow the embassy grounds to approach
to break off all arms and troop reduc- officials at the end of the meeting,
which began at the embassy overtion negotiations.
·
The Kremlin has warned it will looking Lake Malaren.
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1984-85 FUNDING APPLICATIONS
to the
GRADUATE STUDENT ASSOCIATION
are due Friday, January 20, 1984,
in the GSA office, SUB basement.
For more information, call 277-380:1.

tailed" and included nuclear arms
control. human rights and the general state of rei ations between
Washington and Moscow.
"We have differences," the official said. ''Both made an effort to
explain their position to the other.
"It is fair to say the talks were
detailed and candid. There arc differences, obviously, but the discussions were good ones."

Islamic Summit Leaders
Divided on Egypt, Iran
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Local Architect Dares To Be Different;
Innovative Designs Transforming City

Shultz, Soviet Discuss Arms,
Human Rights in Stockholm
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Alexandria King

The controversial house that Bart Prince has built.
By Sharon Comiskey
A local architect is busy trans·
forming the face of Albuquerque
with his innovative designs for
apartments, office blocks and family
dwellings in the city.
Essentially an individualist in his
field, Bart Prince .has worked on
projects ranging from Swiss medical
installations to gas stations, exhibitions of his plans, photographs and a
limited number of his paintings have
been shown world-wide.
Prince's future home, presently
under construction on Monte Vista
Boulevard N.E. is in stark contrast
to the traditional adobe-style dwellings which surround it. The twostory space- age dwelling is constructed entirely of steel concrete
and wood.
"The boxes that we live in arc
much less functional than my designs," Prince said.
The structure is supported by four
cylinders which house closet space
and spiral stairways to the upper
floor. Prince's only concession to
traditionalism is the placement of
bedrooms upstairs.
The recreation areas arc below the
ground level. The house, which
faces south, is heated by passive solar elements and is designed to col·
lect the heat which filters through
expanses of glass on the upper floor,
Prince said.

Though the ultra-modem dwelling looks well above the price range
of the average buyer, it is bui!t to a
budget which is far from extravagant, he said.
Prince said he was confident his
future home was a viable financial
investment and hoped to see his
work inspire other local architects to
create more colorful and creative designs while using common materials.
The essentially fluid design has
prompted passersby to compare the
building to the hull of a boat, a stairway and a rat's cage, Prince said.
Yct, Prince insists that no deliberate attempt has been made at stylization. "The forrn is based on the
functions needed inside, the
architect had no preconcievcd
ideas," draftsman and associate of
Prince, Bill Kleinschmidt said.
Forrn dictating function is the essence of Prince's style. His tubular
design for an extcntion to a house on
Princeton Avenue with its tubes constructed of wood covered in sheet
metal, serves as interior showcases
for a family art collection.
Prince, a forrner professor at the
UNM School of Architecture, divides his time between lecture tours,
exhibitions and on-site supervision.
His shows include an exposition. of

-Judith Crist, THE SATURDAY 0
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OPEN 24 HOURS
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STUDENT
HEALTH CENTER
What's In It For You?

•
•
•
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•

Free Office Visits
General Medical Care
10 Specialty Clinics
Women's Health Care
CPR, Physical Therapy & Nutrition

•Infirmary/Pharmacy
•Lab &X-Ray
• 24 Hour Emergency Service
• Mental Health Service

All Students Taking Six
Or More Hours Are Eligible

••••••••••••••••••
A FORMULA

A GROUP ABOUT WOMEN AND CHANGE

FOR YOUR
FUTURE

STARTS TOMORROW

"Exquisite•••exotic ••. enchanting ••• "

plans at the Ecole de Beaux Arts in
Paris and an upcoming March show
at the Pratt Institute in New York.
Despite Prince's hopes for a brave
new architectural world he is not
affiliated to any architectural associations. Prince said his interest in
his work is too great to be caught up
in what he called his profession's
big-business rat race.

Air Force ROTC plus your college degree adds up to a
commission as an Air Force ol!lcer. While you're still in col·
lege our two·, three·. and four·year scholarships can offset
the high cost of tuition, fees and books. And you can receive
$100 per month lor living expenses.
We're looking for young men and women who are working
toward degrees In science and engineering areas. We have a
very speelal future for you. As an Air Forte officer you'll work
at the forefront of technology with modern equipment and
support You'll make the most of your degree and la11 the
groundwork fllr the future_
For yourself and your future, find out more about our for·
mula lor your future. Find out more about Air Force ROTC.
Contact Capt Suzanne Dundas 277-4602

SIX MONDAY MORNINGS
FEBRUARY 20 THROUGH APRIL 2, 1984
9:00·10:45 AM
A support/counseling/skill-teaming group for students experiencing change in relationships or career, and wanting to deal with the change more effectively.
Students wishing to participate in thewomen and change Group should phone the
UNM Student Mental Health Service at 2774537 to schedule a preliminary interview as
soon as possible. Women who have participated previously are welcome to re-enroll, as
new approaches wilt be offered. The Women and Change Group is free to UNM students
enrolled for 6 or more Hours.

THE UNM STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
CLINIC OPEN 8 AM • 4 PM MON-FRI

277-3136
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Forum
--Commentary--

BLOOM COUNTY

You can argue that what he did
should be against federal law,
although apparently it isn't. It is,
as Wick had been informed, con·
trary to federal regulations. It is
also against some state laws .
You can also argue that a high
official who lies about his indiscretions- especially if his credi·
bility is essential to his job as
chief U.S. propagandistshould get the gate on the basis
of his fibs alone.

Politics

.
1n

Profile
Bv Edwin M. Yod<>r Jr.

That is what fastidious people are arguing, and they have a point.
But the journalistic moralists who tend to set the tenor of discussion
have an unfortunate tendency to force every offense into some grand
pattern. In Wick's case, it is the grand but misleading pattern of the
Nixon tapes.
"Can Mr. Wick," demands tho New York Times indignantly, "have
been so oblivious to history as to forget Richard Nixon's White House
eavesdropping?"
The question is whether public morality inheres in a mere electro·
nic convenience, and if so when and why. Nixon's tapes caused a
sensation because, quite apart from their mere existence, they
offered the possibility of proof that he'd been involved in a criminal
conspiracy to obstruct justice.
If Alexander Butterfield hadn't disclosed their existence to the Ervin
Committee, Nixon might have served out his second term, damaged
but usable goods, while John Dean might be remembered as a very
bright young man whose astonishing memory for detail could not be
conclusively distinguished from good Agatha Christie.
Richard Nixon liked to chronicle his adventures in office (not without an eye to their dollar value), and was making tapes for his
memoirs. Henry Kissinger's secretaries listened to some phone conversations by "dead key" and made memos of them, for the same
purpose.
Wick, in turn, says plausibly enough that he was trying to extend
"tho roach of my own memory" and "to be meticulous about my own
managerial tasks"- in other words that his purpose was basically
administrative.
It's easy to be categorical and moralistic about the proliferation of
electronic ears all about us, but there is another side. Historians and
archivists have a settled conviction that Alexander Graham Bell was
the worst news for history since barbarians burned the library at
Alexandria. For many interesting transactions of public business,
often by phone, it's going to be the tape recorder or nothing. Which is
to say that documentation will exist, if at all, only by practices dis·
tasteful to gentlemen.
As gentlemen, we deplore it; as archivists, we offer a quiet prayer
of gratitude.
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Wick Taping Gaffe Fuels
'Electronic Ears' Debate
Like James Watt, U.S. Information Agency Director Charles Z. Wick
is a high-horsepower, some say revolutionary, administrator who
routinely barrels down the corridors of government, often in the
wrong lane.
But if his secret tapings of telephone conversations drive him from
office, he will, like Watt, perish in the political equivalent of a mere
fonder-bender.
When Wick recently called it an exercise of "state police power" to
bar the American press from Grenada, or opined that Mrs. Thatcher
had objected to the U.S. police action "because she is a woman," it
cost him a headlamp and a turn signal. Now, with the revelation of the
Wick tapes, you can hear fenders and bumpers rattling to the
roadway.
When Wick was first asked whether he had secretly taped private
phone conversations, he denied it flat; then issued a disingenuous
"maybe"; then, finally, as transcripts began to appear in the papers,
made a full confession, apologized and turned the tapes over to a
congressional committee for inspection.

Problems for Hispanic Voters
l;n Unemployment, Education
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------Opinion-----

National Driving Age Upheld
By Craig W. Chrissinger
In reference to your editorial
against the proposed national
drinking age (Jan. 17), I am one
person who will not be writing to
Rep. James Florio to protest.
Your editorial reflects part of
tho American culture today"A pill for every ill." We have
drugs ranging from uppers and
downers to diet and sleep aids,
and everything in between.
Like it or not, alcohol is a drug
with physical and psychological
effects. Many Americans still disapprove of illegal drugs, but
totally misunderstand the nature
of alcohol. It is accepted and not
questioned.
In his 1977 te)(tbook Deviant
Behavior- A Social Learning
Approach, Ronald Akers reports
that about 10 percent of the
population can be described as
heavy drinkers. Surveys indicate
there is more problem drinking
among collegians. ln a 1982 sur·
vey atthe University of California
at Berkeley, about 24 percent of
the students said they had suffered blackouts after drinking.
Some members of Alcoholics
Anonymous estimate alcohol
abuse (including alcoholism) is
the No. 2 killer today,
New Me)(ico has one of the

highest U.S. rates for alcohol·
related motor vehicle deaths,
and is in the top 10 states for its
alcoholism rate.
Tho media has played a role in
these dramatic figures. The por·
trayal of alcohol and other drugs
on television shows is frequent
and most often favorable. People, especially young ones, may
be influenced by :;uch displays.
Childhood and adolescence
are vulnerable times of confu·
sion and information seeking.
The young person is attempting
to become an individual, learn
what to expect from the world
and what the world expects from
him.
Adolescents receive little re•
sponsib/e education about alcohol, and are under strong pressure to be accepted by friends and
to conform to the norms of peer
groups.
Peer groups socialize one into
drinking patterns by defining
alcohol consumption in rewarding terms and through positive
reinforcement.. To drink is to belong to the group. This pressure
is so great that there is much less
social acceptance of abstainers
than alcohol users.
One reason the drinking age
needs to be consistent in all
states is so that adolescents will

not go long distances and cross
state borders just to drink. Driving long distances while intoxi·
cated only increases the chance
of an accident. The raising of the
drinking age in some states will
help lower the number of drunken drivers (and other problem
drinkers) simply by decreasing
the number of drinkers.
It can be argued that young
people will get hold of alcoholic
beverages regardless of whether
it is legal. In fact, the task is too
easy already. We need stronger
enforcement of alcohol laws as
they pertain to establishments
serving and/or selling drinks.
Also, I will agree with you that
we need more stringent laws
that will deter all drinkers from
driving while intoxicated.
More important, this country
needs more drinking-related
programs, information and
education. The role of alcohol in
American society should be
questioned and intelligently dis·
cussed.lt should not be taken for
granted.
By the way, if you were sur·
prised to find 18· to 20-year-olds
support a 21-year-old drinking
age, you'll probably be shocked
to learn many young people also
now support the raising of the
legal driving age.

Unemployment and education top
the list of the most pressing problems among Hispanic voters,
according to a survey released in late
December by the Southwest Voter
Registration Education Project,
headquartered in San Antonio,
Texas.
Although the survey was taken in
PhoeJliX, Arizona among some 419
registered voters with Hispanic surnames, a comparison to Hispanic
voters in New Mexico would show
little difference in results, said F.
Chris Garcia, dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at the University
of New Mexico.
Garcia, who is a member of the
SVREP advisory committee responsible for the construction of the
survey, said Hispanic voters in this
state do have some differences between Hispanic voters in other
states, but not in unemployment.
"A survey completed here early
this fall is quite similiar to the
Phoenix survey that shows unemployment as the miljor concern
among Hispanics. I think the reason
is because Hispanics in this state
have a higher unemployment rate
than the general population, and
they hilve a higher rille of underemployment, which meilns that many
of them hold those jobs that are lower paying,'' Garcia. said.
The concern with educiltion,

especially bilmgual education, logically follows, Garcia said, because
employment opportunities go hand
in hand with the quality of education.
The Phoenix survey stated that
one of four respondants mnked unemployment ils the most s1:rious
problem facing Hispanics. Similiar
results were recorded among Hispa·
nics in other SVREP surveys conducted in San Antonio, Denver, Eilst
Los Angeles, and Chicago.
The Phoenix survey is the first in il
series of six"surveys SVREP will be
conducting in this election year, one
of which will be il stiltewide survey
of New Mexico's Hispanic voters.
The most obvious differen'ce between Hispanic voters in New Mex-

!11 a preliminary hearing in Harbor Municipal Court, Or:mgc ( 'oun·
ty, Calif., Sue Wagoner was ordered to appc:1r in Superior Court for
arraignment on charges in the shooting death of her husband, University of New Mexico education professor Rodcric Wagoner.
She is to appear in the court <>f Supetior Court Judge Dnvid Curter
Jan. 30, when a trial dille will be set.
Roderic Wagoner, 54, was chaimmn vfthc dcpm1mcntof secondary
and adult education in the C'ollcgc of Education when he died of
multiple gunshot wounds Oct. 23 in Newport Beach, C'ulif. He was in
Cillifornia working with the National Teacher's Institute in Los
Angeles.
Antoinette Fischer, 15, n neighbor, told Newport Beach police ~he
was awakened when she heard "five loud sounds, like a hammer."
She said she then heard a female voice scream, "Oh, no!"
She told police she then heard the sound of moaning and soml~onc
ask: "Why did vou do that?"

Dean Chris Garcia
ico as compilred to those in other
states is that there is no great ethnic
conflict among Hispanic and nonHispanics, Garcia said.
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Six Education
Students Given
Scholarships
The College of Education at the
University of New Mexico recently
awarded scholarships to six students
for the 1984 spring se111ester.
College of Educiltion Dean David
L. Colton and Associate Dean MariLuci Jaramillo presented the recipients with individual scholilrship
certificates.
Debra A. Brewster, of Albuquerque, is a graduate student who received her bachelor's degree in fine
arts. She was a weaver until she returned to school to earn a master's of
arts degree in rehabilitation
counseling.
Kilthy LeFrensen, of Truman,
Minn., completed her undergraduate degree in May and is now working on a master's of art in art education. She graduated fro.m UNM on
the Dean's List, is now on the
Niltional Dean's List and wru; invited to join the Phi Kappa Phi Honor Society.
Mary Katherine Taylor, of Ocean
City, Md., is an undergraduilte from
the department of secondary adult
teilcher education. She is studying
communicative arts and educiltion.
Since attending UNM she has maintained a 4.0 grade-point average.
Susan Holen, of Placitas, NM, i~
il senior in the department of
elementary education, who plans to
get a secondary education teaching
certificate and a degree in art educa·
tion.
Jill A. Jereb, of Gainesville, Fla.,
is working toward a bachelor's de·
gree in elementary education and is
taking classes for certification to
teach special education.
Sheila Hofstedt, of Brule, Wis.,
created a children's book for her
niece and nephew called "Sheila
Runs a Bulldozer," based on her
real life job experience, Planning a
teaching career, she is .now enrolled
in the department of elementary
educa!ion.
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GOP Legislators Respond Negatively
To Anaya's Education Reform Plans
JJy Dennis Pohlman

Foran
unbreakable
guarantee,
trust Pearle.
~.Jobody ever walks out of Pearle with a
brand now pair of glasses and plans on
breaking them.
But accidents happen. Even to the most
careful people.
And when one does, we don't think you
should have to pay for it.
So we guarantee the frames and the
lenses for one year: You break them, we'll
fix or replace them. Free.
How con we afford to offer a guarantee
this good?
If we wont to earn your trust, how con we
afford not to?
•rtu 1_; l1rlnft •11 Wllfl'l''ty 1•, onut:J for vno vnnr on fromO$ and
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PEARLE
center
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Nobody cares for eyes more than Pearle.
West Central Plaza
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4410A Central Ave. SW
268°2008
831-5326
Sun Square Shopping Center
7210A Menaul Blvd. NE
883-0077
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• Improved teacher trailllng by
strengthening admission and graduation requirements at the state's
colleges of educution:
• Teachers be held accountable for
results of their instruction and make
it easier to dismiss bad teachers by
the use of proficiency tests.
• Decrease time and costs of dismissing bad teachers.
• Reward good teachers who share
their instructional skills with other
teachers through a master teacher
program.
• Narrowing the curriculum in
pubic schools by adding more basic
courses and fewer. electives.
• Effective cost accounting. For example, special education programs

SANTA FE ·~ Gov. Toney
Anaya's plans to improve the state's
educational system with a major tax
increase has already run into a hail·
storm of opposition as Republican
leaders met Wednesday to give their
views on the proposals,
The GOP leaders said tax in·
creases are not needed to improve
New Mexico's schools.
"We talk about reform and criti·
cize the educational system, but we
need to remember that educators are
doing most things right," said state
Sen. Joe Mercer, R. - Bernalillo.
"We need to give credit to teachers
and administrators who make the
system work as well as it does."
Mercer said it is the "collective
position" of Republican lawmakers
that state residents' tax burden is
already too high compared with
other states, and that taxpayers arc
supporting a system top-heavy with
state employees.
Mercer said New Mexico has
more state employees than it needs,
and by having fewer employees,
even if they are better paid, the state may have hidden costs - transwould still save millions of dollars. portation and remodeling for handThe Republicans propose to leave . icapped students - which are not
postions open in state government to line items reported in educational
'
get the number of employees down budgets.
to national average through attrition, t More frequent program evaluations, especially in higher educanot lay-offs.
Mercer described the state's edu· tion.
cational system the same way, t Reduce non-instructional progsaying the system is lo;tded with rams: limitations should be imposed
non-instructional employees and to reduce the costs and availabilty of
waste on special programs. He funds for non- instruction(!!
announced a 10 point program his spending.
Increased compensation - high·
party says is a better alternative to
cr pay for teachers and professors.
the govi!rnor's $173 million plan.
Mercer said Republican lawmakThe GOP proposals are:
• Better discipline in the classroom ers see a need for higher pay for
because additional money doesn't teachers, and perhaps would support
an increase larger than the 5 percent
solve delinquency problems.

t

proposed by the Legislative Finance
Committee in December. He charaterizedthe 10 to 15 percent increase
urged by education unions as "too
much." He said a better lifestyle for
teachers won't necessarily result in
better education for students.
"In short, there is no crisis in
financing education, only a need for
more accountabilty," Mercer said.
Rep. Hoyt Pattison, R. -Curry,
was even less diplomatic.
"The governor says it's for educational but when you look at the
proposals for the budget, it just
doesn't ring true," Pattiso'1 said,
Pattison produced the governor's
own figures which he said showed

funding for pubhc education would
actually decrease under Anaya's
plan.
"The public doesn't support a tax
increase, and the public is about to
get tired of tax increases for an ineffective, ill-manangcd system.''
Pattison said.
"We're just not getting what we
pay for now," .he added.
Edward Lujan, state Republican
chairman, put his party's postion
bluntly.
"We'll support change. We want
to see reasonable improvements.
But we won't go for a plan that's
simply a way for a certain individual
to enhance his political career,'' Lujan said.

Survivors Deny Spy Charges
PALMEROLA, Honduras
(UPI)- Two U.S. Army survivors
from the Nicaraguan gunfire that kil·
led an American pi lot denied
Nicaragu;m charges Wednesday
they were on a spy mission but conceded they may have strayed over
Nicaraguan territory.
Capt. Robert Green, 39, and·
Capt. Christopher B. Maitin, 27,
both Army engineers, gave their
first public account of the attack last
Wednesday that killed Chief Warrant Officer Jeffery Schwab, who
was piloting the helicopter.
The three were ''on a routine
administrative flight, we bad no
knowledge we were lost and the
pilot gave no indication," said
Maitin at a news conference at the
U.S. military base at Palmerola, 60
miles north of 'l'egucigalpa.
The base is U.S. headquarters for
the Big Pine 11 maneuvers, in which

Today's Events
Koppa Slama Fralemlly will hold a membership
drive every evening this week fro1n 8:30 to 11 p.m. at
170.5 Sigma Chi Road N.·E • .More information is
available at 842-5063.
I Sanctlllr)' Group will hold a ~losed AA meeting
for alcoholics onl)' at noon Tuesdays and Thursdays
at the Newman Center. More Inronnatlon is availab1e
at247-l094.

Schwab was participating when
killed.
They said they were 4,000 feet
above an open valley when the firing
first started, coming from light automatic weapons and a small machine
gun, and the first shot hit the helicopter at 3,000 feet.
"We saw the tracers and heard
rounds popping. When it hit, it felt
like it stopped us in air," Maitin, of
Enos, Mont., said.
"The pilot (Schwab) executed a
superb, basically miraculous, land·
ing without power on a road we later
discovered to be in Honduras,"
Maitin said.
Asked if they could have strayed
over Nicaragua, Green, of Dothan,
Ala,, replied, "It's possible.'
Questioned on reports that the
three had flown deliberately to the
border to inspect the new road project being built by Honduras, Green
said, "We bad no mission to do road
construction or anything of that nature."
In response to q charge from
Nicaragua that the three were de-

libcratcly flying low over Nicaragua
to survey the Nicaraguan base at La
Limonera, Green said, "That's not
true."
"We didn't sec anything on the
ground," Green said. Both officers
denied they had ever been involved
in intelligence work.
The two said all three men im·
mediately jumped out of the aircraft
and buried their faces .in a ditch.
Speaking of Schwab, Maitin said,
"I.knew when he got hit. He was
directly in front of me. I had buried
my head in the ground."
He said Schwab was in the ditch
with them and had not been hit beforehand. Both men denied a Hon•
duran army report issued hours before that said they had raised their
hands in surrender.
"All I wanted to do was get out of
the area alive,'' said Green. "I was
able to run behind a hill along the
road" while the firing was still
going on.
They said they were on a routine
flight to El Aguacate an Honduran
army base.

Display Advertising
More Than 150
Typefaces Available
131 M•rron H•ll
277-5656

AT CHANCE
BAR & GRILLE
announces a

First Open sunday
superbovvlsunday

come over and
we'll stroh a party
75 strohs bottles and drafts
Strohs pitchers $3.00
Welcome Back Students
open Mon.-sat. 11 a.m.-2 a.m.
open noon on sunday
Food served 11 a.m.-11

Architectural Lecture Scheduled
The Monday Night Lecture Series
at the School of Architecture and
Planning will continue with a free
talk by William R. Curtis, English
architectural historian. on Jan. 30 at
5:30 pm. in the Student Union

Theater.
Curtis is the author of Modem
Architecture Since 1900, which was
recently reviewed by the New York
Review of Books.

UNM _Frnc:t.-a Club will meet at 7 p.m. Tuesday
and Thursday nights at 7 p.m. ln CMIIsle Oym.

Waaon Whtel5 square dance club will feature Jive
music at 7 p.m. Thursdays Jn NM Union, Room 231.
Fee is SO c:cnts for students. More Information js
available at 842.oo46.
lnter-Vanltr ChrbUaa Fdlowahlp, an inter..
denominational fellowship or student!!, meets ll 7
p.m. every Thursday In NM Union Room 2'0 D, Jl,
Guest speakers every week. Everyone is welcome.
More infonnation is available at2.56-7809.

Friday's Events
ASA Gilkey Is acccpllns submissions for a UNM

undergraduat~; show open to all students. Today Js the

(;() (;UEEK!

SCfi()LARSHIP

G() GREEK!

I.

I

INTERFRATERNITY

ALPHA TAU OMEGA - ATO'S
DELTA SIGMA PHI - DELTA SIG'S
KAPPA SIGMA - KAPPA SIG'S
LAMDA CHI ALPHA - LAMDA CHI'S
PHI GAMMA DELTA - FIJI'S
PI KAPPA ALPHA .. PIKES
SIGMA ALPHA EPSILON - SAE'S
SIGMA CHI .. SIG'S
SIGMA PHI EPSILON .. SIG EP'S

OPEN HOUSES
Tuesday, Wednesday
& Thursday
6:30-9:30PM
GO GREEK!

FRIENDSHIP

GO GREEK!

Graduate Student Association
Council Meeting
Saturday, January 21
9AM Room 230 SUB
Agenda
I. Call to Order/[ntrmluction of nt•w President, ~1aric :\1ound
!1. :.linutcs from Dt'ccmbt'r 3 and Deceml>C'r 16, 1983
Ill. President's Report - ~1arie Mound
IV. Committee Reports
A. Finance Committee
B. Public Affairs Committee
C. Judiciary Committee
V. Old Business·SRAC mileage rcimburscnwnt
VI. New Business
A. Increased allocation for GSA office support
B. Committee appointments
Vll. Adjournment
Coffee and bagels will be served
All graduate students welcome.

deadUne for enlrles. The shaw begins Monday. More
informallon Is available al 277·2667.
VNM lltarktllna AnodaUon will bosla mixer wilh
free toffee and doughnull from 8 10 10 p.m. in the
studenl lounac of the: Anderson School or
Managemcnr, Anyone interested in tbe club is
welcome to stop by and set acquaintCIJ wilh the
orricm and mcmbcn. More lnfonnation Is il.vailab1e
by calli08 al277·2907.

VNM Sk,dbla& Clab will meet 11 6 p.m. In NM
Union RQOm 150 !--• B. Anyone_ Interested i'nlcamina
about skydivin1 Is welcome. More informalion is
avallableai:!M-9677.

Jolon Nleholf tad Jady Pntl will talk on 1heir

recent visitJ to Nfcaraaua at7:lO p.m, in Woodward
Hall Room 1,.7, Everyone is welcome.
VNM Dir:1ellcs and Nutrlllon Assodtlion will hold
an oraani.zationat mcelint ror a proposed wociatlon
at 2 p.m. in NM Union 230. All are weioome. Mote
information is available at 265-7037.
UNM Mdlcal IHIH wiU sponsor 1 Medk:al
Marriage Seminar, including presentations on stress,
communication, time and money m&nlgement, at 1
p.m. Saturday in St. Andrew'• Presbyterian Church,
$301 Ponderosa N.E. Open 10 ail medical studeniS,

residents and spouses. More information is available
at841.fi2MJ,

On January 17
the DaUy Lobo
incorrectly named
the following
fraternities
which are taking part in
Interfraternity
Council Rush:
Sigma Alpha Epsilon SAE's
Sigma Phi Epsilon Sig Ep's
The Daily Lobo
regrets the error.

THE JOURNEY HAS BEGUN
If you'd like to be part .of an electronics
story that's still unfolding, come to the
Hughes Career Opportunity Presentation.
Hughes technical managers and recent grads will be on
the University of New Mexico campus to meet
EE, ME, Math, Computer Science, and Physics majors:

COtKtpllooSaal,,.ostwill boldameetins at S p.m.
Monday In Marron Halt Room 136 10 finaUte lhe
Slaff. II you wanl to be Involved in lhe editorial
process, y~ mu_st attend or leave a messa1e ror RUth
at lhe offlcc. More lnrormalion is avol!able at 177·

,6,6.

Bool<cale PoeiJ)' S.rla 'lritl start its Sprlnf Poeuy
Serleswilh an open reading at 7:30p.m. Jan.25 at lbe
Bookcase, 109 Mesa S.E. Poets should prepare up to
10 minules of paetry. Listeners are welcome..
RefresbmeniS will be provided. Admission is free.
More information is availabte at 247..3102.

Petttt Corp1 wiU have representatives on tantpus
Jan. jO and 31 to interview seniors and paduaacstudenls interested tn Peace COi'p! ustgnmetus in
aver 60 fo:'el&n countries. Jnformation packets are
ava'ilable in the NM Union. More information is
available at 1·800·'27·9216.
llqlaoio1 Spaal.. eo...~tlo• ClaM will be
offered Mortdays start!nl Feb. 6 lor seven weeks. the

<lw 10ill be giVen by Encatna Abelldrom 1 to 9 p.m.
at lbe International Center. 1808 Laii Lomas N.E~
More lntomutlon Is available ai:!U-99-Il.

~

(refreshments \·Vill be served)
Crealing a new world with electronics

r------------------,

I

I

!HUGHES:
I

I

L------------------J

c,r-.Lic0

~~
l'TE\\.~

Thursday, January 26, 4-6 pm
Student Union, Rooms 231B & 231C

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY

Quality

Licensed
Pre-school

for 3 and 4 year olds

Calico Butterfly

Pre-school
St. Paul
Lutheron Church
1100 lndlon School Rd. NE

242·59.2
Nonc:y DroWn. Direclor

U.S. Citizenship Required for Employment
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Kiss Makeup Off, But Image Remains

~

one coupon por piZza, watch the Lobo
every day lor our coupon spoclals

Expires 1-25-84

ROUND 'EM UP
AND COME TO THE

"Howdy Back Party''

The Albuquerque Little Theater
has served as an entertainment outlet
for local residents for many years.
Since its establishment in 1930, the

FRIDAY
JANUARY 20 7:00PM

Fine Arts Offers
Lecture Course
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Kiss.

Daptist Student Union
Corner Of

By Lydia Piper

University & Grand
All University Students Welcome!

It's been more than IOyears since

ENROLL
• DAILY DURING
REGULAR
OFFICE HOURS
Keystone J,ifc
2025 Pennsylvania NE
Solm· 1 Building Suite 300
Alb. NM 87110 884-6827

on

AT:

• STUDENT HEALTH
CENTER
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Kiss first emerged on the American
rock 'n' roll scene wearing outrageous costumes and painted faces
and presenting some of the most
elaborate -and loudest- concerts of the time,
But with the platinum albums and
sold-out concerts came the critics,
who called Kiss' heavy metal sound
nothing more than a mass of makeup
boosted by a lot of amplifiers and
machinery- a passing fad.
In 1984, heavy metal is stronger
than ever with more and more bands
competing for the title of "loudest"
and "most obnoxious." Kiss minus the makeup - is one of the
top contenders.
•'Kiss was never about makeup,''
said Kiss bassist Gene Simmons in a
recent phone interview. "It's always been the music."
,
Kiss came together in 1974 in
New York City when original members Simmons and guitarist Paul
Stanley joined with guitarist Ace

its 16 gold, 11 platinum records in a
tone that implied the success of the
records spoke for the music. His reference to other heavy metal groups
and Kiss' influence on them was that
he could "still kick anybody's ass."
Kiss does not follow fashion,
Simmons said. But, although they
disposed of their original costumes
and makeup. the group is now wearing the traditional heavy metal
trademark of studded leather.
Simmons seemed to possess an
adolescent preoccupation with sex
as he constantly made reference to
"showing women what it's all
about."
''There are a lot of lonely women
out there," he said. "It is my duty to
increase the population of every
town we play in."
Simmons' arrogance was more
apparent as he described their recent
concerts in South America. Playing
three concerts to 100,000 plus audi 7
ences, he said people there were

The only purpose for Kiss' music is to play
it loud. The songs have no meaning at all."

11
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Excitement!

This Is the challenge you'v~ waited for, trained for, hoped for.
This Is your chance to join the company that's on the leading edge of every
high-performance technology In the semiconductor Industry.
This Is your opportunity to Interview with Advanced Micro Devices.

Advanced Micro Devices
Campus Interviews For Graduate/
Undergraduate in Electrical Engineering/
Computer Engineering/Computer Science

February3
AMD chose the wave as its symbol to show the excitement of fast advancing
technology. We'll give you all the thrills your career can handle in exchange for your
talent and ideas.
Sign up now at your Career Planning and Placement Center. If our schedule is full,
send your resume to Toni Florian, Manager, College Recruiting, Dept.
•uNM·1 19, Advanced Micro Devices, 901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453,
nnyvale, CA 94088. An equal opportunity employer.

Frehley and drummer Peter Criss. In
the last I 0 years the group has produced 18 albums, was involved in a
made-for-television movie and was
the subject of both an animated film
and a comic strip.
Criss left the group in 1979 and
was replaced by Eric Carr, soon followed by the replacement of Frchley
by Vinnie Vincent.
But despite some group changes,
Kiss' music hasn't changed much
over the years. Screaming vocals.
blaring guitars and the sometimes
blatant references to sexual encounters are still the predominent features on their latest album, Lick It
Up. And, according to Simmons,
that's all that matters to Kiss.
"The only purpose for Kiss'
music is to play it loud," the bassist
said as if he were tired of repeating
himself. "The songs have no meaning ~ no social value at all."
Simmons compared Kiss'. music
and concerts to football. He said
people go to enjoy themselves "to get a charge" - and then it is
to be left behind.
"Ultimately, rock 'n' roll is disposable," Simmons added. "It's
not suppose to be held on to."
Simmons had the same noncommittal attitude about his songwriting. When asked if the song
"All Hell's Breaking Loose'' was
the band's statement on the present
condition of the world, the he was
reluctant to agree.
"It could be, because there is a lot
of confusion in the world," he said,
but then quickly changed his mind:
"I don't want to put more into it than
there is."
Most of his songwriting ideas
come from "visual imagery," Shumons said. "All Hell's Breaking
Loose" was a headline on the front
page of the New York Post and the
line "on the eighth day God crcat~d
rock 'n' roll" came from a !·shirt
logo.
Simmons disscusscd the band and

dying for good rock 'n' roll.
Kiss describes the '80s as the next
decade for the band. And, as with
most bands on the market today, the
group is invoh;ed with videos. Via
the video of the title song "Lick It
Up,'' many fans have seen the group
for the first time without makeup.
Simmons said the group recently
.:ompleted a video of "All Hell's
Breaking Loose" to be released
soon. He explained that the video
depicts the band members as ''four
rogues in a den of sin of fighting
women. The winners get us," he
added.
Because of the influence of video,
Kiss' new material is reaching a
large audience - and new fans quickly. Simmons said that,
although some of theirfans still wear
the traditionahKiss makeup, most do
not and the crowds seem older now.
Although 20-year-old fans may still
seem young, most of Kiss' previous
followers were under 13.
Kiss will. be at Tingley Coliseum
Sunday with Riot and Vandenburg.
Tickets are available at Giant outlets.

For the local community, if s the
best entertainment and educational
deal in town. For University of New
Mexico students, it's an enjoyable
way to earn two to three hours of
college credit.
This semester UNM's College of
Fine Arts is offering the course Experiencing the Arts, which combines entertainment - attending
fine arts events - with education - listening to UNM experts
discuss the events.
The class, coordinated by art
faculty member Robert Ellis, meets
at 6:30 p.m Thursdays.
Students can choose to earn two
or three credit hours toward their
graduation requirements. Anyone
who wishes to audit the course on a
non-degree basis can do so for $32.
The following is a, list of scheduled events;
Jan. 19: Photography exhibition,
"Self as Subject," Dana Asbury.
Jan. 26: Exhibition of abstract
painting, Robert Ellis.
Feb. 2: Exhibition, "American
Lithographers 1900-1960," Clinton
Adams,
Feb. 9 "Duel Recital," concert
on Feb. 14, Joanna de Keyser and
George Roberts.
Feb. 16: The history of big band
jazz, Peter Ciurczak, UNM Jazz
Band concert on Feb. 19.
Feb. 23: "Springtimespace,"
dance concert, Eric Nesbitt, concert
following class.
March I: Seraph in Trio, concert
on March 7.
March 8: Paintings by Elen Feinberg and Midterm exam.
March 22: "Bruce Nauman/De·
nnis Oppenheim: Drawings for
Albuquerque Commissions,'' Emily Kass.
March 29: "Wiley and the Hairy
Man," by Susan Zeder. Lecture by
Susan Pearson-Davis. Perfom1ance
on March 30 .
April 5: "UNM Percussion Ensemble," Christopher Shultis, concert on April 9.
April 12: Experimental theater,
"Change of Life." Lecture by
Robert Hartung. Performance at 8
p.m.
April 19, "The Tempest" by
William Shakespeare•.Lecture by
Brian Hansen. Performance at 8
p.m.
April26, Early Music Ensemble,
by Susan Patrick, concert on April
29.
May 3, Rebert Cundick, organist.
Lecture by Wesley Selby, concert
on May 6.
More information is available at
277-4817.

theater has provided audiences with
various types of performances from
the most dramatic, heart-wrenching
dramas to the lightest of comedies.
But with the rapid progression of
technology, what were once simple,
theatrical presentations at ALT have
br.come scientific displays of twentieth century knowledge.
Visit to a Small Planet, ALT's
third production of the 1983-84 season, utilizes technology to help set
the stage for the play •s star - a delinquent alien named Kreton.
The light-comedy by Gore Vidal,
which opens at the theater Friday
night, follows the multi-faceted
Krcton as he accidentally lands in
the 1959 backyard of the Spelding
family home. Of course, the devious
alien had no intention of landing
there - he was actually on a pleasure trip to 1861 and the Civil
War- but, because Earth people
are his "hobby," Kreton is hardly
di~appointed. Instead, he quickly
becomes amused by the Speldings'
simplistic, predictable lifestyle.
The alien discovers, during his
stay with the Spelding family, people are easily manipulated and this
provokes him to improvise World
War lll and take over the world. To

add to the already somewhat complicated plot, Krcton has the power to
read minds and tends to do so at
intlpportune moments.
. Kreton 's synthesized, alien voice
displays the modem era's union of
technology and theater. The rotating
set, levitating objects, an explosion
and the extraterrestrial light show as
well as a car that is driven on stage
all also contribute to the inventive
setting, making this month's performances much more complex than
those of 50 years ago.
Visit to a Small Planet is director
Christy Mendoza's third show at
ALT. Her other credits include
Whose Life is it A11yway, and the
season's opening guest star performance of Bell, Book a11d Candle.
Visit to a Small Planet will be
presented Tuesday thcough Friday at
8 p.m., Saturday at6 and 9 p.m. and
Sunday at 2 p.m. through Feb. 5. A
special student performance will be
held at 7:30p.m. today. Admission
is $1 . More ticket information is
available at 242-4750.
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Every Thursday
Wagon Wheels
Square Dance Club
1·9:30pm SUB 231
Students $.50
Community $2.50
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Square Dance
to live music

II••
RANl

131 Marron Hall

C H A L L E N G E

Singers Sought
The University of New Mexico
music department invites singing
enthusiasts to join the University
Chorus this semester.
Chorus Director John M. Clark
said th:lt in the past many people
from the Albuquerque community
have joined the chorus in addition to
students. Students can earn one hour
of credit, and membership is free to
those who do not join for college
credit.
The chorus meets 011 Tuesdays
from 7:30 to 9:30 p.m. in room B·
ll7 of UNM's Fine Arts Certtcr.
There will be no auditions. For more
informatiOJl, contact UNM's music
department at 277-2126.
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AL T Play Utilizes Modern Technology
By Johanna King
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M E E T Y 0 U R IMAGINATION

Skills and training make the difference In a career. But imagination
- meeting challenges creatively • Is the essential element.ln a
successful professional future. At USACC. the United States Army
Communications Command, your kt'loW·how and Imaginative
problem SOlving can be a vital 1001 as you help develop a
sophisticated worldwide communications natwork for the U.S
Army.

As a USACC civilian Telecommunlcatfons EnQineer. you'll be

Involved In the design, testing and Installation of advanced
communications systems worldwide. It's on opportunity to set your
own goals and meet Important respansibllltles in a state-of-tM-arl
technical environment where exciting rewords come with new
challenges.
Cur civilian careers match your knowledge and bdckground with
key projeets In a chOice of locations. For lndil/lduals with on
Electrical/Electronics degree, begin your future with us of Fort
Huachuca. loeated In sunny Southern Arizona.

Contact your placement office fat more details about USACC
civilian telecommunications careers, or send your resume or letler
of introductiOn to:
Commander
HQUSACEEIA
Attn: Mr. McMains
CCC·TO-A. Dept. B0184
Fort Huachuca, AZ 85613
US. Citizenship flequired

We /Ve M Equal Opportunity Employat
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at the Union
• Air Hockey
• Ping Pong
• Mini-golf
• Video Games
• Bumper Pool
• Board Games
• Pool
Come on down and try us out!
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IN THE GAMES ROOM

CROSS
COUNTRY
SKI PACKAGES
NO-WAX
PACKAGE

WAXABLE
PACKAGE
• KNElSSL lOURING SKIS
• NORSKI BJORN BOOT
• EXEL NOVA POLES
• TROLL BINDINGS
• FREE BINDING MOUNTING
• FREE BASE PREPARATION

•
•
•
•
•
•

PACKAGE
PRICE

PACKAGE
PRICE

$115

TRAK TRAVELER SKIS
NORSKI BJORN BOOTS
EXEL NOVA POLES
TROLL BINDINGS
FREE BINDING MOUNTING
FREE BASE PREPARATION

$1 07

TOTAL PRICE
IF BOUGHT
SEPARATELY

TOTAL PRICE
IF BOUGHT
SEPARATELY

MAKE UP YOUR OWN SKI PACKAGE
FAOMANYOFOUR
OTHER STOCK

1QOIJ.JO Offl•

FINEST CROSS COUNTRY
SKI EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE
AT AFFORDABLE PRICES.

2421 SAN PEDRO NE
884-5113

WANTED!
RESIDENCE HALL ADVISORS
for 1984 FALL SEMESTER

*****

Reward
PIUVATE ROOM BOARD* MONTHLY STIPEND

QUALIFICATIONS
Sophomore class standing or above by the time employment
begins. Cumulative grade point average of 2.3 or higher. Inh~rest in residence hall living. Maturity, flexibility, creativity.

·DUTIES

Sports

Sports

High Scoring Game Expected

Hurdler Moses Claims Owens Award

TAMPA, Fla. (UPI) --When
they faced cuch other during the regular season, the Washington Redskins and the Los Angeles Raiders
roJlcd up 72 points and both coaches
feel there could be another big offensive show Sunday in the Super
Bowl.
The Rcdskins rallied from a 35-20
deficit and won 37-35 on Joe The ismann's six 6-yard touchdown pass
to Joe Washingwn with 33 seconds
left to play. The Red skins rolled up
459 yards in offense. including an
417 yards passing by Thcismann.
The Raiders' Jim Plunkett threw for
392 yards, including a record~ctling 99-yard touchdown pass to
Cliff Branch~ and Greg Pruitt had u
97-yard pun I return for a score.
''The key thing is that both teams
have big play people and if they get
involved, the score could go up
quick,'' Redskins coach Joe Gibbs
said Wednesday. "The only way to
keep the score down is to keep the
big play people from being involved
and I don't really know if that's
possiblc,
''These are two tcams that know
how to win. We've both had to win
all sorts of games to get here. We've
had games where we've won easily,
We've had to come from behind to
win. We've had to win in the last few
seconds. These two clubs have the
best records in the league and neither
one of them will get frustrated.
"In our first game, the big play
people from both teams got involved
and we were lighting up the
scoreboard. They hit big passes
against us all over the field and we
needed a big comeback to win. We
had to score 28 straight points to pull
that one out and we did it."
Raider Coach Tom Flores also
feels the game could be a highscoring one.
"We believe in attack football,
both on offense and defense,"
Flores said. "We like to attack on
offense by throwing deep and we
like to attack on defense by playing
tight man-to•man coverage 'and
being aggressive.
"Contrary to what a lot of people
say, we're not cheap shot artists. We
don't play dirty football. We play
aggressive football. We're very
similar in our styles but l really can't
say if it will be a big play game.
Let's just say that it has the makings
of a big play game. l would not be
surprised if it was a high scoring
game."
Redskins fullback John Riggins,
who appeared before a huge news
media gathering wearing an Air
Force Reserve jumpsuit and doing
George Ratton imitations, also foresees a big offensive show.
"This bas the potential to be a
great game," said Riggins, who set
an NFL record with 24 touchdowns
this season. "Both teams have the
same style. Both clubs are not averse
to a little chicanery ,like using a pass
from a beat up old man like me. It
could be a classic. I could see it
going down to the last few seconds. I
think the score will be in the 20s for
both teams - with us on top natur-

Serve as a floor advisor, perform as a paraprofessional counselor, assist students in dealing with University and Housing
administrative channels.
Know each resident on the floor and be available to students on
a daily basis.
Attend regular staff meetings, workshops and training sessions.

ally."
Flores feels stopping Riggins, the
lone running back in the Rcdskins'
offensive scheme, will be critical
but he doesn't want his club becoming preoccupied with the 240-pound
fullback.
"The key, of Gourse, is stopping
Riggins," Flores said. "He's a big,
strong, powerful runner and he's got
that huge offensive line in front of
him that can just manhandle a lot of
people. They're not very fancy.
They just line up and run right over
you.
"But they also have an excellent
passing game, with good receivers.
The last time we played them, they
beat us with the pasing game. We
can't conccntrate on just stopping
Riggins."
While Riggins may be Flores' big

Government To Oppose
NCAA in Television Suit
WASHINGTON (UPI)- The
federal government is opposing the
National Collegiate Athletic Association in a dispute before the Supreme Court over the group's multimillion dollar arrangement with
television networks to broadcast college football.
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association has asked the high court
to rule that it can continue its broadcasting deal, which involved $74.3
million in payments in 1983, and
audiences of up to 22.5 million for
each game broadcast.
A federal appeals court has ruled
the package anti-competitive because it reduces the number of
games avaiiablc to TV viewers
nationwide.
Last July, Justice Byron White, a
one-time All-American halfback,
issued an order allowing the NCAA
to continue its normal broadcasting
schedule until the high court settles
the case. The court's decision is
likely by this July.
In legal papers submitted to the
court earlier this week, the federal
government urged the nine justices
to uphold the lower court's ruling
against the NCAA.
"It is clear, and both courts below
found, that absent these controls the
amount of such broadcasting would
be much greater, the televised
games would better coincide with
consumer preferences, and payments received would vary considerably to reflect anticipated viewer interest in each particular football
match up," government lawyers
argued.
Also, Solicitor General Rex Lee
argued, the NCAA'sjoint operating
venture restricts the opportunities
for smaller schools to appear on tele·
vision, and reduces the chances for
major football schools to appear' 'as
frequently as consumer demand
would dictate.''
The exclusive NCAA contracts

result in advertisers paying "more . . • an they would pay if schools
could sell rights outside the package
as well."
It also allows "the chosen few
networks to deliver larger audiences
to advertisers than would be the case
if there were competing local or regional telecasts arranged by those
schools that would sell their television rights to broadcasters but for the
NCAA restraints," Lee argued.
The television contracts were
challenged by the University of
Oklahoma and University of Georgia, big football draws which want
to make their own deals.

By Pat Armijo

NCAA rules re~trict them to six
appearances every two years. Each
broadcast can net a school up to
$600,000, plus national publicity.
The athletic association, composc:d of 785 member colleges and
100 athletic conferences, has contracts with ABC and CBS to telecast
14 afternoon games each fall. A
separate arrangement with Tumer
Broadcasting System allows the
showing of 19 evening games.

1

Miners Ranked Fourth by Coaches

Oklahoma and Georgia, and other
major football powers, argued the
plan's equal payments for every
game televised nationally and regionally amounts to illegal price fixing. Also, the NCAA's threat to expelmembers that violate the rules is
an illegal boycott, they argued.
A federal district court agreed,
holding the payment for games was
unlawfully fixed, and the association placed unreasonable controls on
the schools.

NEW YORK (UPl) - Texas·El Paso, which currently holds the lead in
the Western Athletic Conference, has moved to fourth place in the latest
United Press International Board of Coaches ratings.
The Miners, 15-0, are the highest-ranked WAC team since 1978, when the
University of New Mexico Lobos finished with a 24-4 record and were also
ranked fourth. UNM will host UTEP Jan. 28 at University Arena.
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AN OUTSTANDING PRAMA

CVL
SATURDAY • JANUARY 21 • 7:00P.M.
AT .•. UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

X

In Lobo Loss

Despite 30 points from junior forward Alison Foote, the University of
New Mexico women's basketball
team dropped a 77-74 decision to
West Texas State Wednesday night.
The Lobos, 7-8 this season, will
play at home Saturday night against
Northern Arizona before opening
High Country Athletic Association
play against Utah on Jan. 26.
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Chamber Singers

Mondays and Wednesdays
_
3:00pm • 5:00 pm
6·117, rlne Arts Center
:ill (243·001, undergraduate)
__
__
(560·002, graduate)
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Concert Chorale

Tuesdays and Thursdays
:ill
3:00 pro • 5:00 pro
8·117, Fine Arts Center ~
(244·001, undergraduate)
(560·002, graduate)

or

•A.ocle<lcnKmble not more than 56 ot1111e"' spe<lallzlng In the study, preparation and
~ performance of the great cttorallltcmturc: lot lhr.: mbr.ed·_volcc enkmbte. Several pe:rfonn• ~
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University Choru_s

Tuesday evenings
7:30 pro· 9:30pm
6·117, Fine Arts Center ~
~ (143·001, undergraduate)
(560·002, graduate)
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Audition Times:
Monday through Thursday
Januaay 16·19: 1:00PM • 5:ooPM
:ill
Room 1116, Fine Alts Center
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Application Deadline
For 1984·85 Academic Year
February 10, 1984

LIVE! ON STAGE!

For information, call 255-5802

good showing in the California
meets along with the victory over
LSU could pl~ce the Lobos in the top
10, Mitchell said.
UNM has been left out of the last
three NCAA meets and Mitchell
feels improving overall team scoring
in home meets will be the key to an
invitation to this year's meet.
The Loboswill be home Feb. 3 for
one of only three home-meets all
year in a dual meet against Houston
Baptist. The meet will be the first
time University Arena will be used
for a UNM gymnastic meet.
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The lOth U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals in Denver upheld the ruling
on grounds NCAA's lock on the TV
schedule violates antitrust law by reducing the number of games that
may be shown. But the NCAA said
plans with similar features have
been in effect since 1951 and have
not been challenged.

T 6:30-9:30
AA 102-001 lntro to swahili II
AA 285-001 Afro-American History II
TT 9:30-10:45 Williams. C.
AA 297-002 Culture and Personality
TT 11:00-12:15 Okwumabua. T.
AA 297-003 "African Politics
MWF 10:00-10:50 Shunkurt A
AA 390-400 Black Theology and Philosophy
MWF 9:00-9:50 McDowell E.
Arr. Okunor, s.
AA 391-001 Problems
AA 391-002 Problems
Arr. Okunor, S.
AA 397-001 "Black Leaders in the U.S.
iT 2:00-3:15 Harding, R
~d. Fnd. 518-001 Comparative Education
MW 3:00·4:15 Okunor, S.
Worr,\l a Stuclies
04822 WS 234-001 Her Own Voice: Block Women Writers MWF 12:00·12:50 Baton, M
; , ; • ~ ,. •
<i:r<:>slHisted,with·
- ·• ·....,,, •. ·

Amott returned Wednesday from
an international meet in Hong Kong,
where he finished seventh overall
and was the third highest U.S.
scorer.
The United States finished second
in the competition behind China and
ahead of Japan.
Arnot will compete against one of
his higher scoring U.S. teammates
Friday, when he faces Billy Paul of
California in the all-around event.
The Lobo gymnasts are coming
off a big road victory in which they
defeated Louisiana State. which
annually is among the top teams in
the country. "This is the first time
we've ever defeated LSU at their
home," said Mitchell. "And it's
one of the few times anyone has."
Gymnastic rankings will come
out for the first time Tuesday and a

Besides producing U.S. Senators,
Nobel laureates and All-Pro quarterbacks, Stanford and the University
of California-Berkeley produce
some of the top gymnastic teams in
the nation.
The two schools will host the
UNM men's gymnastic team in
meets Thursday and Friday.
The Lobos will be in Palo Alto
Thursday for a dual meet, and in
Berkeley Friday for competition
against five other schools.
Lobo coach Rusty Mitchell feels
the meet against Stanford will be the
toughest. Stanford's team includes
two all-Americans in Randy Besosa
and Jon Levy, who will battle with
UNM's Matt Arnot for the allaround title.

Schedule of Classes
Spring 1984

Applications may be obtained from:
Residence Life Office
La Posada Hall
The University of New Mexico
Albuquerque, NM 87131

ram. We're specialists. Most of the
work goes into mastering the hurdles, more so than any other event."
. Moses is currently working at get·
ting himself in shape for the Olympic trials this summer. He does ab·
out four miles of cross country running five days a week and will
switch to speed work later on in his
training. He does not particip:~te in
any of the indoor meets during the
winter.
"I've run indoors before but I
didn't like it. lt was a waste of time.
I'm concentrating and preparing for
the Olympic Games. I'm trying to be
about a month ahead of schedule and
so far I'm on schedule," he said.
"Last summer at Helsinki I was about three or four weeks. late. ''
He knows, too, that if he is in
shape he is virtually certain to take
home another gold medal in the
Summer Olympics at Los Angeles.
After all, there isn't anyone out there
who can beat him, is there?
"I don't think so," Moses said.
"I hope not. Actually, I tbink our
chances are very good of sweeping
the 400 hurdles in the Olympics.
Andre Phillips, David Patrick and
David Lee all arc ranked among the
top six in the world."

Men Gymnasts Make California Trip

ro - American Center
Academic Affairs

APPLICATIONS

this award because Jesse Owens was
one of the first heroes I h;~d in track
and field," said Moses. "He was
our only national property in track
and field. He was more of an institution than an athlete.
"[guess 1 first heard about him in
grade school, but I never dreamed
then l would ever be in track and
field as a champion. I considered
myself an academian."
His willingness to learn has contributed greatly to his success in an
event he says very few people know
much about. ''They know it's a long
race and has a lot of hurdles in it,"
he says.
Running the hurdles requires
great discipline and those who master it are practically unbeatable.
Over the years hurdlers such as Harrison Dillard, who once won 82
straight races; Lee Calhoun, Rod
Milburn and Renaldo Nemehiah
have dominated the II 0-metcr event
in much the same way that Moses
dominates the 400.
"You're forced to discipline
yourself," says Moses, "because
you don't have other outlets.
There's nothing else I could run
without changing my training prog·

NEW YORK (UPI) - Hurdler
Edwin Moses, who hns not lost a
race in more than six years, won
another competition Wednesday by
capturing the fourth annual Jesse
Owens -International Amateur
Athlete Award.
The award, named after the legendary Olympil!n who won four gold
medals at the 1936 Olympics in Berlin, is given annually "to the athlete
who best personifies excellence in
athletic performance as well as sincere cooperation and understanding
among peoples of all nations."
Previous winners include distance
runner Mary Decker (1983), milcr
Sebastian Coe (1982) and speed skater Eric Heiden ( 198 I).
The 28-year-old Moses, who
lives in Irvine, Calif., has won 87
consecutive races in the 400-meter
hurdles. A gold medal winner in the
400 hurdles at the 1976 Olympics,
Moses also won a gold medal at the
World Track and Field Championships in Helsinki last summer.
In aqdition, Moses owns the eight
best 400-meter hurdle times ever recorded and 13 of the last 14. He has
not lost a race since August of 1977.
"It's a special honor to receive

concern on Sunday, the health of
Raider linebacker Ted Hendricks
was his immediate concern
Wednesday.
"Ted has an abdominal muscle
pull and we're keeping an eye on
him," Flores said. "It hurts him
when he has to drop back in pass
coverage. But I know Ted and I
don't think there's any way he's
going to miss this game. You'd have
to shoot him to keep him out of
there."
Hendricks, a 15-year veteran, has
never missed an NFL game and his
current streak of 215 games is the
longest in the NFL by a current
player.
"l'll be fine," Hendricks said. "I
don't plan on missing the game .
Let's just say I have a high thrcshhold for pain."

_u

5petllll appolnttntnt
Is needed to audtllon.
(audition•""'
(Ill a nr.ot•toml!, nrst•Krwd buls)
ALL VNM choral en!!Cmbles are ope~ to ALL VNI'Isluden~.
und•rut•d••'• and at~~<~••teetedu lsawll•b'"·
• Audition
ruults Mil be posted no later than DAM. on
FRIDAY, JANUARY 20.
li I'IU5k: lrl~ot•arei'IOT granted preltrtntlil plot<menl
and Fnembershlp In UNM choral enstmbfts.
• Call
tho: VI'! If choral olllto. t177·4202 or 277•4301) ror

•

•

further lnfonnaUon.

WE SII'ICER£LY HOPE VOl! WILL JOII'I us 11'1
THE FURTHER ADV~CEJIIEI'IT Of THE CHORAL ART
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DAY CARE open seven days 6:30a.m.
to 12 midnight. A"eplillll children aset6 weeks to 12
years NcarTYJ/UNM. 2129 Cool Ave. se. Prop-ins
welcome Call842-654B.
l/23
I,F.ARN BARTENOING: JOB placemen~ aulstance.
292·3312, lntemathmal Bartending Institute.
2/3
lfAIR(;UTS SJO, BODVWAVM S28. Aslc for Oina

Las Notlclas
COUI'I,I~'l •:NRI('IIMENT VA(;A'fiONS: 'fnos
11271n9. Puerto Vnllarta 3128-4/1. Hawaii 6/2·
619 llra<:hutc/realatratlon: Albuquerque lleahh
Jlrofrsslonull216.·1 SS3.
1/25
J.:vt:~VONE IS WELCOME: to the Howdy Back
Pl•rty. l•rldny 7 p.m., Baptist Student Union.
1/20
Gt:l' v(ltJR KI('K!l at Ballroom Dance Club every
Friduy night, 7:()().9:00. SUD.
1120
iJN'M'sK'vmvJNG nuo•s first meetlna will be at 6
p m. Jun. 20 ln SUD Room 2'0A/U. Come and learn
1/20
nboulthls e~cltingsportl ('all266·9fJ77.
DARiirt:: t:Vt:HVONE IS invit«l to the party
f-riday, 7:00, at the DSU. See ya there! Oal Oal. 1/19
Mt:N Ot'IJNMI Make 1984thc bat year of your llfel
Pledge Kappa Slam•l To set more Info, come by our
rush pnrties thl$ week from 8:30 to 12 p.m. at 1705
Slgnul Chi (Maps at Rush Table In the SU ll).
I /20
IMPORTANT Mt:ETIN(; •·oR all those lntercatcd
In gaining editorial c~.rcricnce on the literary staff of
Conception.' Southwest: Mon., Jan. 23, at 8 p.m. In
116 Marron II ail.
1/23
WOMt:N: YOU SIJOUI.D lll~e 11 Women Studies
wursel !.~st pose of Spring Schellule lists some of
tJNM's best tlll5Ses. Call 277·3854 for more in·
fnrmnuon.
1/lO
tfNM UOOKSTOin: RE'IliRNS l'olicy: I) You mu5t
have your •nics receipt. 2) 1 nst dny to return Is Feb.
II. ll nooks must be in sam•c condition as purdtased.
4) You must have your l.l>.
1120
li~:VJEH' ~ · UON'T miss the fun at the Howdy
lln<k i'nrty Friday nt 7:00 nt the Uapll~t Student
limon
Shcr.
J/19
Am:t.ANn; Mlln:Rt:SI liNDERSTANn myths
und tcnhlie' of fa Chituna. Take WS 231, Tuesday
1/20
cvtningl, 6:30.9:30.
(~)N('t]'rJONS SOUTIIWt:.'i'f WU.L be accepting
-.ubminions in art beginning Jun. 30, 1984. We will
hike them until l'eb. 17. Slide preferred for work
lnrg~r than llX14. !'lace to leave work will be an·
nounwl.
1120
iii:ii.<'K WOMt:N WRin; great literature! Read it in
WS 214, ller Own Voice. MWF noon.
I 120
Rl'SIIIS AN l'~Jlcrlcncel Register on/or by January
22 <ict acquainted with ~orority women on campus
und tour the hou5cs. Call the Student Activities
('enter at 277-4706 f11r more Information or stop by
the Center in the NM Union Uullding (Sllll), Room
106.
1120
('l.llD7 MEUING7 Evt;N'n Advertise In l.as
Nolldns. Only 10 cents per word per issue for tlNM
lle(l;lttmcnls and organizations.
tfn

Personals
1\tEF.M: I.ANDJS MAKE.<; good amusing films. A
lycanthrope II a person who "thinks" he Is a
werewolf. 111e werewolf, Vrolok, or Loup-Oarou b
an entirely different creature. We do exist In small
numbers. I am lntrlsued by your apparent friendly
interest in werewolves. llut we do not take kindly to
semationalism ohny sort. LON2.
1/19
l/24
llt:Y BABIE- I'M gone.
Wll'NF.SS: TUES, 1117, approxhtiatcly 9:U a.m.
UNM van hits sreen OMC jeep. Location: behinll
Mittbellllall. Please call277-4810, 821·8608. Ask for
Donna.
1124
s•:ND \'OUR MF.SSAGE to that special someone or
frknds and family. Make contact with a mcssase In
the tlasslfiedtl tnday. Deadline: I p.m. the day before
insertion. IJI Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun
MORNING <a.ORY LUNCIIES: Keller's chemicalfree hambut)lers cooked to order, sourmet topping~ - greet!
chill, cheeses, grilled onions,
avocados, bacon. Jltesh assorted sandwiches on
whole wheat bread buns or tortillu, homemade soups
and salnds. New Mexican specialities. Daily lunch
Special SJ.2S. Vegetarian specialities. Mornhlg Oloty •
t'11fe, 2933 Monte Vista. 268·7040. The Real Food
1/20
Speciali!ts.
GOOII MORNING GLORY brcakfastsen-ed all day.
Two farm fresh eus. two slices whole wheat toast,
two )llltlies Keller's farm sausaae, fresh cut
homefries, free sreen chill 011 all rw. Served to you
for only $2.$(1. Motnins Olory Cafe, 2933 Monte
Vista. 268·7040. The Real Food Specialists.
1/20
"FOOD/t'UN" IS place for announcements of
Restaurant,, Parties, Food Sales and Storu, Con·
certs, etc. Announce your goodies andlor en•
tt11ainlncnttoday.
t(n

TH•; WORD MJI,L, Six years of ~perience. English
M.A. Editing available. Near campus. 256-0916.
l/20
OVEHWEIGIIT7 NEED OVERWEIGIIT people for
an all· natural program (Herbullfc). ~S$·9866. 1/'1.7
ACVI.EX WORD PROCF.SSING: Theses, dlsser·
tnllons,term paper,, re$umes, graphics. 831-3181.
l/20
WORKING WOMEN UNITE to learn! WS 379.001,
Women and Work. MWF II a.m. No prerequisite.
i/20
GLORY ROADERSI NOMAD furniture, stereo
cabinets, bookshelves. Custom built and Inexpensive.
Free estimates. Call Tad 25S-61S2.
l/20
WORI> TAII.OR: ACADEMIC word processing and
on·llne lnf.nmatlon search, 344-2421 for In·
formation.
1127
TYPING, WORII PROCESSING, 821-4126.----ui9
RESUME: AND PASSPORT photos, black and
white, 24 hours service. Four for $5. Photos by Far.
888·40S7.
1/31
PIANO U:..'lSONS - ALL ages, levels, Call Laura
Krnmer: 265·13S2.
1/26
24110UR TVI'ING, 294.0144; 298·5110.
2129
TYPING: EXCU,LENT SPt:LLIN(l and grammar;
fast, acquatc, confidential. Days: 26S·SI76. Eves:
2S5·3SBO.
1126
'TYPING, IIJ(;JU:ST QUALITY, word processing,
Term papers, theses, dissertations, editing. Resumes
profe~sionally written. Reasonable rates. 881·0313.
1/20
EI>C TYPING SERVI<.'E, Call Ellt,abeth 26S·S643 or
262·0635 after S;OO.
1/20
n:ST ANXIETY? MEMORY7 Retention?
l'rofessionnl hypno$1$ can help. Special student rates,
Free consultation. Cali Humnn Development
Programs292.0370.
l/23
TYPIST, TERM PAPERS, resumes.299·8970. l/20
TVI'ING. n:RM PAPERS. RellSonabie ntes. 2991240.
1/19
smT CON'f AC:T J,ENSES arc now very reasonable
for everything! Call - Make appointment. Doctor
Eye Clinic, across from LaDelles, 5019 Menaul NE.
888-4778.
tfn
24 IIR TYPING Service. 294-0144 days, 298·5110
evenings,
1125
TYPING, WORD PROCESSING. Rlndy296·6298,
1/23
MARC'S GUITAR CENTER Quality lessons, sales,
rentalunll repairs. 143 HarvardSE. 265·3315.
tfn
CONTACfS·POLISIIING, SOLUTIONS Casey
Opti,'lll Company on lomll5 just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMA110N ABOUT con·
tracepticon, sterilization, abortion, Right To Choose,
294.0171.
tfn
PREGNANCY TF.STING lo; counseling. Phone 247·
~~

~

Housing
MID CAMPUS APTS, J5U Copper NE: Furnished
efficiency apts, $210, utilities paid. $100 deposit, One
blockrrom campus,
1/2S
f£MA.Lt; IIOUSEMATE NEEDEP to share fourbedroom home near UNlit. SilO with 5100 deposit.
Utilities extra. Call 256-3746 anytime.
1/20
FEMALE ROOMMATE WAN'IED to share four•
bedroom, two-bath house near San Mateo and
Copper, SI2S/mo. plus V. utilities. Call Leslie
Donovan 884-5123 or 277·5656,
1/24
WALK TO UNM, Housemate to share threebedroom house, rent $150, M/F nonsmoker. Call
Dave,Steve268·5681.
1/24

c;overed
VV'agon
Largest Selection Of Souvenirs

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry

ROOMMATf: WANTED; F nonsmoker to share
two-bedroom house with F graduate student.
$160/month, deposit and 11 utilities. One mile cast of
UNM. Partially furnished. 265·3278.
J/24
ROOMMATl> WAN'rED: MALE or female. Must
1/19
tolerate dog, 292-1451 anytime.
TWO.BIIRM FURNISIIED apt, Nice, two bloclcs
from UNM, prlvatc fenced ,yard, kid/pets ohy. 5280
plus Utilities. $200 DD. 268·21i65 afternoons.
1/23
IIOUSEMATE NJ:EDED FOR large four-bedroom
home, all amenities Included. S165 plus utilities. 2776317 or 293-7614.
l/23
ROMANTIC HIDEAWAY WITH woodstove heat.
Plus share wonderful house. Male nonsmoking arad
student. $185 plus DO. 268-6617,
1/20
ROOMMATE WANTED: M or F to share twobedroom apt. $1 SO a month plus 11 utilities. 299·
20Sl. Tramway SE area.
1/20
NEW S'llJDJO APARTMENT, 3433 Vall SE, $210
month, Two weeks free rent with silt month lease.
Pets o,k. Call266-l617 or2$S-3289.
1/20
CIIEAP RENT. RF.SPONSIBLE female roommate
wanted. One utility ln your name, very near UNM.
Move In by Feb, I. Call268·1107.
1/20
WILL SHARE WONIIERFtJL house with several
male grad students. Nonsmokers. Furnished, close.
$185 plus DO, Includes utilities, 268·6617.
1/20
I.ARGE IIOUSE TO share, close to campus, with
quiet reliable woman. $187,50 plus utilities. $1()().
deposit. 243-6402.
1/19
PASSIVE SOLAR TOWNHOUSE: Fireplace, two
bedrooms, 1V. baths, modem kitchen, close to
campus, $580/month. ideal for grad student or
professor. 243-7409 evenings, 842-8200 days (ask for
Oall OotUieb),
1/19
TilE CITADEL: SUPERB location near UNM and
downtown. Bus service every 30 minutes. I bedroom
or efficiency, $270 to $400, All utiUtles paid, Dei~e
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
couples, no pets. 1520 University NE. 243·2494. tfn
··oR RENT: EFFICJF:NCY apartment, 1410 Olraxd
N.E., $230/mo.. for one person, S2SO/mo. for 2
persons, alllltllltles pall!, S175 security deposit. Fully
furnlshed·securlty Jocks and laundry facilities. No
children or pets. Please call before 6;00 in the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
SCUBAI FINS, WEIGIJTS, woman's wetsult,
regulator,
octopus,
tank,
pac,
com•
pnss/dcpth/pressurc console, DC. S2S(). 294-5846.
1/19
COMPLET£ CIIEM 111·122 book set (text,
solutions and study manuals, lab). $40 complete. Call
eves243-0419.
1119
1971
INTERNATIONAL
TRAVELALL.
Automatic, trniler hitch/brakes, good rubber, strong
engine. Reliable work vehicle. Cheap transportation.
$150. 268·1966.
IllS
1975 FIAT 131S. Automatic, air, new Michelin tires,
low mileage (67 ,000), 30 mpg. Looks and runs ex·
celient, recently overhauled, $1200. 344-8482 or 897·
7477.
1/26
COUCJI FOR SALE: New apolstery; rust (brick red)
contemporary; $400. Call .x4967 days.
1/24
1974 PLYMOUTH GOLD Duster- automatic, PS,
PB, AMIFM stereo, AC. Runs sreat - very
dependable. $1050. 262-0645.
1/24
1973 MAZPA RX-l with '76 engine, Runs great,
some body damage. Make offer. 266-8562.
1/24
FOR SALE: 1978 Pont. Ph~. Below wholesale at
SI6SO. Four-door, automatic, AC, PB, PS, Runs very
well. Oood tires, Minor body work needed, Hlglt
mileage but has been wcll·cared for.
1/20
HP41CV WITII XFUNCJ10N module, ail
documentation plus two books, carrylns case. 5190.
836-2211.
1/23
REFIUGERA TOR, DORM/APARTMENT size,
walnut, very nice, $125. Olenn8811-2431.
1/23
B.UA BVG, '65 VW. Oood condition. Must sccl
Prloe negotiable. 265-6768 in n'enlnJS.
1/23
ALPINE SKI BOOTS, Tccnlca Comp lllze 10. Oria
prioe $300, Used once. Sacrifice SIOO. 242·8604 after"
7p.m.
1120
CLASSmEDS WORK! SELL your bicycle, stamp
collection or what-have-you In the Nrw Mexico Dtzlly
Lobo classified advertisements,
tfn

Employment
SOCIAL SECURITY SEW Cooperative Education

I
kin~'!:~!!!

~"'0

{

Stop waiting till tomorrow.
2312 Central SE

*

Services
PARENTS: TAKE THAT clau you've wanted!
Experlentrd babysitter on campus orrers loving thild
care during certain times o( the day/evening.
Reasonable rates. Call277·349:Z.
t /23
MEDICAL STUDENTS: HAVE your miCtllscope
cleaned and adjusted for $25. Call evenings and
weekends. 293·01,0.
1124
nJTORlNG ·MATIIEMA11CS,
STA11STICS,
French· Masters degreed, experienced teacher. tutor.
266-4%47.
/
1/23

'f

I

100% Wool Peacoats
$49.99 and up
at ~\lfM,IN"'·

265·7777

~
Wf..\,. ,.,
ARMY NAVY GOODS
504 VALE SE

Make Your View Known.

Mt?~-- ~

The New Mexico Daily Lobo invites faculty,
staff and students to submit commentaries on
issues affecting the University community for a
bi-weekly editorial column. Submissions
should be typed double-spaced, a maximutn
length of 750 words and addressed to the Editor,
New Mexico Daily Lobo, Marron Hall Room 136,
UNM, 87131.

For more inlormalion
contact
Stacy Green
al 277·5656.

student In psycholosy, sqciology, BUS or business
administration for Spring 1984, to 1tart Immediately.
for application or further Information, contact Coop Office, 277·6568. Sophomore or junior; 2.5 gpa.
DeaUne: January 27.
1/20
PHOTOGRAPHER NEEDED AT Biomedical
Communications. Must ~ work·st11dy. Orad
student/equivalent c~perlence, Familiar w/aU phases
of photoKf&phy: copy nand, location, gr· .phlc art
camcr11, B&W development and printl•,g. Contact
Yvonne Walston 277·3633, Photography portfolio
required at Interview.
2/1
ATIENTJON STUDENTS: MONEY making opportunity that Is challenging part·time and
guaranteed. Earnings up to $106 per weclc, For free
Info, send selr·addressed envelope to MWM, 3S05 ·
Delamar NE, Albuq. 87107. Return postage paid.
1/24
CIDLDCARENEEDEDM·W 12;30-4:30, T·Th3·7,
Transportation required. $130 monthly. North valley,
842·5409.
1/20
NEED CASH? EARN $500 plus each school year, 2-4
(flexible) hours per week placing and filling posters
on campus. Serious workers only; we sive recom·
mmdatlons. 1·800·243·6679,
1/20
FAMILY NEEDS WARM, lovlna woman to assist
with care or three young children and some house
chores six evcnlngs/wk in exchange for room, board
and $200/month salary, Must have own car, work
references. 345-9549,
1/20
AIRLINES ARE HIRING! Flight attendants,
reservatlonistsl $14-39,000. Worldwide! Call for
directory, guide, newsletter, (916) 944-4440 ext.
uncwmexicoair.
1/31
HOUSE-KEEPER/BABYSITTER: Loving woman
needed to help Christian family. Very positive
situation. Lovely home neat UNM, Flexible schedule,
Excellent pay. Private room and bath If able to liveln. Replies to: Babysitter, P.O. Box 25063, Albuq
87125.
1/27
TUTORS NEEDED FOR Spring semester, Primarily
math, English, biology, accounting, chemistry,
engineering and economics. Work-study prcfrned.
Call Athletic Advisement Office 277·6S36,
1/27
CRUISESIIIPS ARE HIRING! $16·$30,0001
Ca:rlbcan, Hawaii, world. Cr.ll for g~dde, directory,
newsletter. 1-(916) 944-4440 ext. unewm~icocrulse.
1/31
GRAPHIC ASSISTANT NEEDED at Biomedical·
Communications. Must be work-study student.
Production of camera•ready layouts (charts and
graphs, slides, posters, etc.) with phototypc pen and

ink and presstype. Shoot B&W printl with stat
camera. Portfolio required with prior experience and
knowledge of techniques required. Contact Yvonne
Walston :277-3633.
1127

Travel
TAIUNG A TRIP7 Advertise your trip, adventure or
ride needs in the Dally Lobo.
tfn

Lost&Found
CLAir.« YOUR L9ST possessions at Campus Pollee
8:00a.m. to 4:00p.m. dally.
tfn

MisceUaneous
IS

rr TRUE you

can buy jeeps for S44 through the

u.s. government? Oct the facts today! Call(312) 742·

1142 c~t. 9340-A.
1/19
GRIEF SUPPORT GROUP for children (ages 6·12)
who have experienced death of a parent. Eight
Wednesdays beginning Feb, I, 4-5:30 p.m. No
charge, Sponsored bY Albuquerque Center for
Attitudlnallleallng, Contact Pat Dolan 293·2061.
1/24
TIME FOR PROCRASTINATING Is running outl
You ltave only on~ month to tum in your literary
masterpiece and become famous in Conceptions
Southwest. We arc eagerly awaiting all works of
genius. Send to Bo11 20, UNM, or bring by Marron
Hall 136. Please include your name and phone
num~r, and a self-addressed stamped envelope,
1/23
CANNOT AFFORD INSURANCE! Arc current
payments (premiums) too hlgh7 There arc many
discounts available to UNM personnel and students,
Inquire about affordable and reputable car,
homeowners and life Insurance, No pressure or pushy
~ales pitch. Call John at 292-0511 (days and
evenings).
1/26
WOMEN: MEDIA AFFECf your lives. Le!lrn bow
In WS3S7, Media Arts and Women. Wednesdays
6:30·9:15. No prerequisite.
1/20
BELLY DANCE CLASSES starting January 24 and
25. Mary Ann i{hanllan 897·2028.
1/20
BIKE SALE AT Two Wheel Drive- many good
used bikes of nil types and 11 few new ones stUI on sale.
1706 Ctntral SE, 243-8443.
1/20
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS! Place your ad
tfn
today. 131 Marron Hall.

Chinese Conversation Class for Adults
,Siuimtlretlln

till' uffitl' i1r lnh.<rn.&thmlll Progrulll'l Ulnl "u:l'\lli..''-

Thc Language Classes concentrate on the Writing and
Pronunciation of Chinese. Also Emphasized is
Speed Learning in conversntion fm· Daily and Travel Usnges.
SPJU,VG Sf:SSION: january 22 • May 6, 1084
Sunda)'s 2:00 • 4:00 pm
FEE: $30 (Scholnrshi11s A,•nilublcl
'SFO: Mrs. Rc~ina Chen 2911·6477
Dr. Bruce H. Tracy 277-4032
IIECISTII,\TION INFCJll.\lltTIO:>.'
Mrs. Pilar! Wu 277·6457
TI.\IE: ]auuary 22, 1984 1:30 • 2:00 prn
Pf..,\CE: Orlc~n Hall Room 215

r
TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1 Gab
5 Father
10 Season
14 Excellent
15 VIbrant
16Tell- - :
Fib
17 Horace or
Thomas
18 Romantic
place:
2words
20 Wage
22 Coop
23 Airs
24 Tempos
26 Derby
27 Fitting
30 Bakers' need
34 Mob member
35 Spice
36 Gynt's parent
37 Antelopes
38 Overdue
40 life: Lat.
41 Not at home
42 Easy job
43 Less fat
45 House VIP
47Cashiers
48 Title
49 Blaspheme

50 Smallest
53 Great Boston
star
54 Encroach
58 Bond, e.g.
611tallan lake
62 Short jacket
63AMorFM
64 Eye part
65 Bash
66 literary form
67Lawyer:
Abbr.
DOWN
1 Bivouac
2 Frost
3 Mrs. Shakespeare
4 Sawbucks
5 Rest: Abbr.
6 Decamps
7 Imparts
8 Steady
9 Thrice: Prefix:
10 Greet
11 Boy's name
12 Rope
13 Mounds .
19 Poker pot
21 Red 25 County
officer
26 Bargain

WEDNESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

seeker
27 Sparta's rival
28 Cheesecake
29 Course
30 Preserve
31 Author
Thomas 32 Flower
33 Approaches
35 Taste
39 Conflict
40 Orange
42 Routines
44 Instead

46 Sanction
47 Submit:
2 words
49 Beliefs
50 Falsified
51 Grafted, in
heraldry
52 Bard of 53- Bradley
55 Wrong
56 Exhale
57 Healthy
59 Three: Prefix
60 Plaything

